Peptide-mediated energy transfer between an anionic water-soluble conjugated polymer and Texas red labeled DNA for protease and nuclease activity study.
We report for the first time that peptide could serve as a medium to bring an anionic conjugated polymer and a dye-labeled DNA into close proximity for energy transfer. By taking advantage of the fluorescein (Fl)-labeled peptide-mediated energy transfer between poly(9,9-bis(4'-sulfonatobutyl)fluorene-alt-1,4-phenylene) sodium salt (PFP-SO(3)Na) and Texas red (TR)-labeled single-stranded DNA (ssDNA), we develop a homogeneous assay for detection and monitoring of protease and nuclease activity in one solution using peptide/DNA complexes as the substrate. The enzymes as a proof of concept are trypsin (protease) and S1 (nuclease), respectively. In the absence of enzyme, multistep fluorescence energy transfer occurs from PFP-SO(3)Na to Fl and TR and from Fl to TR, and the TR emission dominates the solution fluorescence. In the presence of trypsin, the peptide is cleaved into fragments; the relatively weak electrostatic interaction between the small peptide fragments and the polymer fails to bring the TR-ssDNA and the polymer into close proximity for energy transfer. There is a significant decrease in TR emission and an increase in PFP-SO(3)Na emission, and the solution fluorescence appears blue. When S1 nuclease is used to cleave TR-ssDNA, a significant decrease in TR emission and an obvious increase in Fl emission are found, and the solution fluorescence appears green. The developed assay is ideal for the detection of chemical and biological molecules with DNA or protein cleaving activities.